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Angelonia 

A “summer snapdragon” for hot, sunny spots 
 
Why plant it: 
Angelonia’s colorful bloom spikes attract hummingbirds and butterflies. Plants are 
easy to grow and maintain. 
 
Where to plant and key care tips: 
Plant angelonia in spots that are hot, sunny, and a bit dry. It is an excellent thriller 
in mixed containers, but a mass planting of angelonia provides an outstanding 
effect. Angelonia is a normal feeder so a little water-soluble flower food will help 
it along, especially in containers. Angelonia needs no special care for continuous 
blooming through summer, but old flower stalks may be removed. 
 
Light: 6+ hours daily sun 
Water: When soil is dry to touch 
Height: 10-20” depending on variety 
 
For Facebook/newsletters: 
Hot, sunny and a bit dry? Those are perfect conditions for angelonia, a summer 
garden favorite. Angelonia is known as the “summer snapdragon” because its 
blooms are spiky and a bit tubular, perfect for attracting hummingbirds and 
butterflies. But unlike snapdragons, angelonia thrives in hot, sunny weather. 
 
Angelonia is spectacular in containers, especially mixed in as a thriller or a filler. 
For landscaping projects, try mass planting angelonia for an amazing display. As 
the typical growth habit is upright, space most angelonia plants about 10-12” 
apart. Multiple angelonia varieties are available. Check individual plant tags for 
height and growth habit to find the perfect angelonia for your needs. 
 
No special care is needed for angelonia. Once plants are established, let soil dry 
a bit between waterings. 

 
Video: http://youtu.be/CQlPYymVf6k 
 
All About Color page for more resources:   
http://www.allaboutcolor.com/plants/angelonia 

 
RETAILER INFO   Angelonia is available in:   

 4.3” All About Color 10-pack 

 6.5” All About Color 6-pack 

 Coordinating All in One Combos 
 
Merchandising Ideas: 

 Display 4.3” & 6.5” angelonia with POP poster and bench card 

 Cross merchandise with coordinating All in One Combos & components 

 Cross merchandise with patio containers, soil mix, and plant food 
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